Refining the Prediction and Prevention of Emergency Operative Deliveries with the Fetal Reserve Index.
Electronic fetal monitoring (EFM) is a poor predictor of outcomes attributable to delivery problems. Contextualizing EFM by adding maternal, obstetrical, and fetal risk-related information to create an index called the Fetal Reserve Index (FRI) improves the predictive capacity and facilitates the timing of interventions. Here, we test critical assumptions of FRI as a clinical tool. Our conceptualization implies that the earlier one reaches the red zone (FRI ≤25) and the longer one spends in the red zone, the greater the likelihood of emergency operative deliveries (EOD). We analyzed 1,402 patients using logistic regression predicting the probability of EOD and employed qualitative methodology techniques to refine predictive capabilities. Reaching the red zone early and staying there > 1 h increases the probability of EOD. When these risk factors are paired with intrauterine resuscitation (IR) in Stage 1, the reduction of EOD is substantial. FRI is a capable predictor of EOD because it accurately identifies the level of malleable risk. FRI analysis increases the risk of using IR in Stage 1. Matching risk and resources dramatically reduces the chances of EOD. Earlier IR improves the outcomes if the calculated risk is high.